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The web page you are trying to access doesn't exist on Rehs Galleries.  It is possible you typed the address incorrectly, or that the page no longer exists. As an option, you may visit any of the pages below for information.

Online Inventory: - Will afford you a quick glimpse of the variety and quality of the paintings we currently have for sale (all works illustrated are offered subject to prior sale).



Gallery Artists: - Listed are some of the artists that the gallery specializes in.  Those whose works are featured in our Online Inventory are linked to the specific painting.



Daniel Ridgway Knight Catalogue   Raisonné: - REHS GALLERIES, INC. is currently preparing a catalogue raisonné on the American artist Daniel Ridgway Knight (1839 - 1924). In conjunction with the preparation of the catalogue the gallery is conducting a search for sources, written 

documentation, photographs and any other pertinent information relating to the art of Knight.



Julien Dupré Catalogue Raisonné: - REHS GALLERIES, INC. is preparing a catalogue raisonné on the French Realist artist Julien   Dupré (1851 - 1910). In connection with the preparation of the catalogue the gallery is conducting a search for sources, written documentation, photographs and any other pertinent information relating to the art and life of Dupré.



Virtual Exhibitions: - Each month the gallery places a new exhibition on the site.  These exhibitions feature only 'sold' works of art and are here for your enjoyment.



Newsletter Archives: - Each month the gallery E-mails our newsletter to our client list.  We also post these newsletters on our site.  An index and links to all past newsletters are featured here.



Contact Us: - If you would like additional information concerning any of the works illustrated on our site, or you have a work of art you are looking to sell, please use this form.

                        
 
                    

                
                                 
                                                
                
                    
                        Unless otherwise noted on the specific page, all information and images displayed on this web site are the property of Rehs Galleries, Inc.

                            and may not be reproduced in any manner or from without the express written permission of Rehs Galleries. Inc.

                        Rehs Galleries, Inc. is committed to providing digital services, including its websites, that are available to the widest possible audience and in accordance with accessibility standards, and is engaged in continued efforts to ensure that this website is accessible to those with special needs, including those with visual, hearing, cognitive and motor impairments. If you come across a page or feature you find inaccessible or difficult to use, or if you require or desire assistance, please contact us at: info@rehs.com (212) 355-5710. We thank you for your interest in our services.
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